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The Green Road – Anne Enright – excellent reviews. 
 
SMOKE GETS IN YOUR EYES: AND OTHER 
LESSONS FROM THE CREMATORY by Caitlin 
Doughty  
 
 
 
 
 

 
What Becomes of U by Henrietta McKervey – Set in RTE in 
1965 about Irish woman who returns to Ireland from UK with 
daughter and her own secrets, who is researching 
documentary for 50th anniversary of the Easter Rising and 
finds more secrets.  
 
 
 

 
THOSE WE LEFT BEHIND by Stuart Neville, due out a little later 
this month - I think Stuart may well be the best of the crime 
writers to have come out of post-Troubles NI. 
 
 
Also big one but getting very mixed reviews is new Jane 
Smiley, Early Warnings – second in family trilogy – this is 
getting some killer reviews. 
 
Thriller-wise: despite domination of bloody girl on train there is steady one, 
The Girl in the Red Coat by Kate Hamer: about abduction of a child or/and  
The Tears of Dark Water by Corban Addison , triadic-structure thing involving 
US power couple on boat sailing near Somalia, crazed and bereaved Somali 
hijacker with his own story, and FBI hostage negotiator. 
 
Two reissues THE UNFORTUNATE FURSEY and THE RETURN OF FURSEY, which 
have just been put back in print by Dublin's Swan River Press, in 



lovely editions.  Those books are lost comic gems, and Mervyn Wall should 
really be remembered alongside Douglas Adams and Terry Pratchett. 

 
DEAR READER by Paul Fournel, a lovely little novel, written by a 
French publisher, about a French publisher who is given an e-
reader.  It's one of those issues that engages readers: it's not 
just about what we read any more, but how we read. 
 
 

 
*Non-fiction – huge, number one in UK hardback week before last – is teenage 
guidebook called All I Know by Cassie Hope Fletcher – simply lovely. Sort of big 
sister to lots of kids via vlogging. Fabulous for parents wanting to understand 
kids.  Fascinating neuroscience one, sample on Kindle called The Brain’s Way 
of Healing by Norman Doidge which examines how neuro-stimulation can help 
years of pain ( our bodies become very quickly immune to opoid painkillers) 
and how the brain can stimulate or alter what the body feels, thinks it feels or 
can do.  Giant in size. 
 
WORLD GONE BY by Dennis Lehane. 
 
Finally, woman  who lives in Ireland and has a ghosted 
book, Nowhere’s Child by Kari Rosvall with Naomi 
Linehan, about how Kari was 64 before she realised, via a 
small B&W photo of herself, that she was part of a Third 
Reich Lebensborn experiment which got Nazi soldiers to 
have babies with Scandinavian women in order to create 
the perfect Aryan race.  
Interestingly, The Bookseller now does ebook charts and so 
different from normal charts but one high on list in and 
now out as paperback is Ian McEwan’s fabulous The Children Act about a 
female judge in the family law courts. Exquisitely done. Read it when it first 
came out. 

  
GOLDEN OLDIE  
Finally, a fabulous golden oldie…Nora Ephron's Heartburn. 
 


